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Thls pspw propoaes the use of an expert system as a pilot aid to guide a pilot ren~otely controlimg an unmaimed 
vehicle It ontimes the development of the proposed expert system, j~stlkes the need oisuch an mtelligent pilot aid 
and brings out  !La mam features. 
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The Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the USA has been lnvolved 
in the development of'pilot's associate' project as part of its strategic computing mitiative 
program. The project is directed towards providing the pilot of a single place fighter aircraft 
with the support and expertise oFa 'phantom flight crew'. Using the concept of an integrated 
cockpit, the pilot is provided with the support of Four interactive expert systems: a situation 
assessment manager, a tactical planning manager, a mission plann~ng manager and a 
system sialus manager. While the authors have initially considered the study of such a 
system for the light combat alrcraft (LCA) being developed in India presently, as a firs1 step 
they have chosen to develop such a pilot-aid system for a remotely piloied vehicle, as this is 
also one or the major projects being pursued by the Defcnce Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO). 

A remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) belongs to the ciass of unmanned aircraft, extensively 
used [or the following military applications: 

1. Photo reconnaissance, 
2. Target acquisition/designation/damage assessment, and 
3. Electronic counter-measures. 

*Present address: Fllght Tesl, Telecommand and Tracklng Dwiaon, Aeronautical Development Establlahmcnt 
(ADE), C .  V. Rainan Nagar, Bacgalore 560093. 



This ;.et~~cie przier.!h an ,&a! m!urion ili man! defence problems'. Thc sinall size and 
redcccci design conscraiais niake it lesi vk!rrerablc and izad to bctter survival in military 
opem;ions. h p r  pmetrdiicn into ewm) terri!ory is possible since there is n o  element 01 
risk to human 1;i'e. Ets riiob!ir), lower cost and reduced training investment make it a very 
u,ePdi tool for dcknce qo$ications. However. there are a few serious limitations. Firstly, the 
ra:lge of opcrbtiotl I C  rcstrict~d to aboct haif a kilometer from the pilot as navigation and 
control is bq i s u r l  observation ofthe air-vehicle and its attitiidc, heading, ctc. Secondly, the 
missions are Ilmitcd to daylight under good visibility as set by the conk01 requirements. 

Full u:iiis;lt:on or aim RPY car he made possible only if the above Iijni?ations are 
overcome. Wi!h increasing demands wade on the pilot's visual perception, cognitive 
processing and manirai control, it is desirable to havc an alternative system that perIorms in 
psraliei the flight tasks oi a pi!ot and offers expert advice regarding situation assessment, 
missicn piannine. sysicsn status, etc. Hcnce a feasrbie solution is to have a dynamic. 
hrurictic model of the pilot's decision-makin3 p:occss as applied to command and control 
of tile RPV'. This enables controI beyond visual range. The requirement of a consulrant 
system which is competent enough to match !he decision-making capacity of a human pilot 
calls far an expert system. Tne environment of an RPV is more suited for developing an 
expert system as trming is less cntica! and the consequences of wrong decisions are less 
catastrophic. The pilot of an RPV is relatively more comfortable as he is in a benign 
environment unimpaired by vibration and noise. Hence the system invokes more confidence 
in the pilot so that under critical conditions he bas no second thoughts in accepting the 
advice offered by the system. Thus the pilot aid provides a safe test-bed for assessing the 
performance of expert systcms for real-time applications. 

2. Evprt systems: An overview 

An expert system is a program that disp!ays a comparable level of intelligence to that of a 
human specialist in a narrow domain. Sufikient expertise should be built into the system so 
that it s?mulatcs the expert's hchaviour in the chosen domain. Figure 1 shows the basic 
structure and the various components that constitute an experl system. The domain 
knowiedge has to be extracted from the expert and developed into a conceptual model 
which is a logical representation ofthe system. Hence the primary concern is acquisition of 
domain knowledge and this task is performed by the knowledge engineer who maps the 
expert's knowledge into the program. The knowledge engineer has the following important 
tasks: 

(i) Identifying one of the several experts. 
(ii) Interviewing the experts or entering into a n  interaction with the experts by any other 

means. 
(iii) Encoding the expert's approach to problem solving in a given situation. 
(iv) Providing a validated and sound end-user system. 

The success of the system depends on how accurately the following interfaces are done3; 

1. Expert's interface with the knowledge engmeer. 
2. Knowledge engineer's intefiace with the computer 
3. Expert's interface with the computer. 
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FIG. !. Vanous components of an expert system. 
v 

Implementation level follows once the domain concepts have been formulated. The expert 
system differs from conventional programs by way of data-driven mode of operation and 
use of heuristics. The latter is used to code knowledge used by experts to solve problems 
intuitively. 

The knowledge in the knowledge base is organised on three levels: data, knowledge and 
control. On the data level is the declarative knowledge about the particular problem being 
solved and the current state of the parameters involved. On the knowledge-base level, the 
knowledge specific to the problem area is considered. It has facts and relationships about an 
application area. At the control structure level, there are instructions as to how the 
knowledge should be organised and processed. Real-world problems have imprecision and 
uncertainty associated with the knowledge. Constraint management is responsible for the 
evolution of database management system into expert database system (fig. 2). 

Thus the success of the expert system primarily depends on the sound selection of the 
experts, on how well the knowledge engineer translates the expert's knowledge into a 
program and finally on the validation of the system. 

3. Role of the intelligent pilot aid for RPVs 

In the control of an RPV two levels of operations are involved4: 

1. The pilot is in complete control (within the line-of-sight) and is aware of all the range of 
available choices enabling him to decide the appropriate action. 

2. Fully automated decision-making process in which a sequence of intelligent decisions 
made by the computer without human intenrention results in an automatic action. 
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FIG. 2. System conilgurat~on. 

In the latter operational phase the pilot aid has the following important tasks5: 

(i) Mission assessment will assess tactical environment (i.e., weather. terrain, targets, 
threats) and the capabilities of onboard systems to meet the demands of the mission 
and then recommend the best course of action in the present tactical situation. 

(ii) Mission status assessment will identify malfunctioning of the systems and advise the 
initiation 01 appropriate action depending upon the severity of the faults. 

(iii) Situation assessment will keep a watch on the critical parameters and when the limiting 
values are exceeded the pilot is warned of the impending danger and given proper 
advice. 

(iv) On many occasions the pilot does not limit his actions to  those points covered in the 
flight manual6. While making decisions he must be concerned whether he is ahead or 
behind the FEBA (forward edge of the battle area) and the possible threats. 
Automation of the above decisions is one of the aims of the ESPA. 
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4. %lain features of the sgstem 

1:igurc 3 shows ihe ground station with the pilot and his assistant. The user, i.e., the pilot, 
comiiiunicates with the computer cia graphic displays ?!us question and answers in natural 
langiiage. Voice commands could be uscd to alert the pilot during emergencies. Thc system 
receives inior~nafion from the sensors and other onboard systems through the 
comrr,unicaiion links which are conncctcd to both thc system and ground-command panel. 

Figure 2 is a schematic or Ihc totai system coafiguration. There are two leveis of execution: 
?. knowledge levei. and 2. irnp!emenlation level. 

-his involves the identification of an expert and subsequent knowledge acquisition by the 
novdedge engineer. 

.FIG. 3. Ground station with the pdot and his assistant. 
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Acquirin_g Gomain knowlcdgc from the expert is the central task in building a sound system. 
It is reqnircd to identify an cxpert whose depth or'knowicdge in the field is well recogniscd. 
The present sjstem inioives experts in the foitowiny fields: I.  launch and recovcry, 
2. controls, 3. engine performance, 4. navigation, and 5. payload and mission planning. 

No specific guidelines are available for determining expertise in an area totaliy new to the 
knowledge engireer. This is a very iaportant and critical aspect as the success or the 
rcsuiting system depends on the sound selection of so many expens. In general, this can be 
done in two &.a)-s. 

Persma! rrperience: The knowledge engmeer knows the experts personally and has 
consulled them and found that they givc sound advice. 

Rrwrnr~iriida~iol~~ The experts may have been recommended by othcr people like the Project 
Director*. 

4.1.1 2. Knowledge acquisttion 

'Aa expert system is oniy as good as the knowledge which is in it"'. The knowledge engineer 
has to work with ekperts and the pilot (user) has to hc in the picture right from the early 
stages. Wiih the knowled~e of the experts the knowledge engineer has to reconcile the needs 
of the user and map this to a computer system. So the knowledge engineer has to  interact 
with two classes of people with difierent roles. The pilot is not aware of the technical details 
of the hardware and software and can only specify what he expects the system to d o  while 
thr experts with their knowledge can throw light on the pilot's responses in a given 
situation. It is generaliy felt that experts should not perform the knowledge engineering task 
themselves for the following reasons7: 

1. They will usually have insufficient knowledge about programming and expert system 
techniques. 

2. They will find it difficult to describe and translate their knowledge in a machine-usable 
form. All the knowledge must be acquired before implementation and this is a 
challenging task. The knowledge engineer has to prepare himself, before his interview 
with the experts. He should have some background reading about the types of problems 
encountered, the terminology, accepted methods and tools. This is very important to  
make full use of the expert, as the expert will be interacting at his level of versatility and 
mdy not necessarily understand the problems of the knowledge engineer. 

There are two possibilities: 

1. The expert can tailor the information to meet specific needs of the system. 
2. The knowledge engineer has to distinguish between the irrelevant and the relevant 

*In the work rcported in this paper, the first author work~ng in the field since four yean could identify the experts 
easrly through her personal experience. It is felt that for a project of this nature, problem assessment, expert 
seiection and ide~itification for a novice would take considerable time, eltort and patience. 
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Both of the above are not easy tasks as the former-requires that the expert has to take extra 
initiative to find the requirements of system deveiopment which rarely happens. The latter 
stems more feasible but is time consuming as the knowledge engineer has to have a ciear 
pic!ure of the context by a suitable task analysis of the user's and expert's domains. Thus 
hullding a knowledge base in itself is a problem-solving activity in its problem space. The 
domain knowledge could be both deterministic and subjective in nature which caiis for both 
algorithmic and heuristic approaches. 

The knowledge elicited from the experts is classified into four types: 

I .  Declnrcrive kzowledge: This is the lcnowledge represented by static symbolic expressions 
leading to a precise description of a concept. Frame-base representation is adopted where 
an object is represented by a data structure containing a number of slots, with each slot 
filled with one or more valuess. 

Example 
[SYSTEM 

Is-a . : RPV 
All-up-wt : 65.0 kg 
Endurance : 2h 
Max-alt. : 700m 
Max-speed : 85 knots 
Max-fuel : l0litres 
Max-payload : 18.0 kg) 

2. Procedural knowledge: This is the knowledge in the form of a program which details the 
sequence of actions to perform. Production rules are useful for representing knowledge of 
the following type: 

IF (situation) THEN (action) 

situation --+action. 

The situation is any state that could arise during the performance of the task and the action 
specifies an appropriate response. 

Example 
IF: Wind direction is headwind AND 
wind speed is )25 knots 

THEN: Call-off-flight. 

3. Causal knowledge: This is the knowledge at a theoretical level expressed as mathematical 
models, for example, those used in the calculation of range and hearing of the vehicle. 

4. Heuristic knowledge: This is the procedural knowledge in the form of decision trees 
combined with the more intuitive knowledge of the expert. Hence the knowledge engineer 
has to precisely understand the decision-making process of the expert. The knowledge base 
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is composed of a considerable amount of dynamically changing information and real-time 
data. High degrees of uncertainty are associated with both the data and reasoning 
processes. This is achieved by assigning a confidence lerei in each of the inference 
mechanisms as shown below: 

IF: 

I. Range of waypoint IS! is less than permissible range 

2. AND Threat factor is less than .30 

3. AND Okay-weather condition 

THEN: 

There is suggestive evidence (0.6) that waypoint wl can be traversed. 

4.1.2. Implementation level 

Table I illustratts the different A1 techniques involved in the different system functions. The 
knowledge engineer must take into account both AI methodologies and human 
performance to provide an adequate integration of the above knowledge levels. 

A1 languages: Several computer languages such as LISP and PROLOG have been 
specially adapted to artificial intelligence since they aim at representing data at the semantic 
level. Thus they differ from the conventional languages and provide a highly interactive and 
flexible programming environment. This offers a sound consultation facility with the pilot 
and through windowed displays the system can offer explanations to its reasoning process. 
Another alternative is to use an expert system shell. A shell is an expert system emptied of its 
knowledge base and provided with inference mechanisms and user interface facility. But it 
can be used only for rehtrictive domains where the inference mechanisms are almost 
identical. 

The examples illustrated in the following paragraphs bring out the different 
implementation techniques to perform intelhgent processing of information stored or 
retneved from the data base. 

Control structures: The three maln control structures are sequence, selection and iteration. 
In rule-based system, control mechanism has to be embedded in the rules. The sequence 
of rules has to be in such a way that it leads to efficient and quick-search algorithms. For 
example, in mission planning: 

IF : The mission range exceeds possible range 
THEN : Confirm = 1 
I F  : Confirm = I AND available fuel = Max. fuel capacity 
THEN : Confirm = 2 
IF : Confirm = 2 THEN:Start new mission profile AND confirm = 0. 

To develop a more efficient algorithm the rules have to he arranged in the order in which 
they are to be applied and where certainty factors are present they are arranged in the 
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&creasing ordcr of thc strength o.Ethe conclusions'" Themost critical ofthe rules should be 
fired 5rsi. It is  required to give priority lo lhose rules that are used most frequently. 

When the number of iuics bccornes very large, in a given situation it is not required to 
adopt a blind search through al! the possibilities. The term 'conflict resolution' refers to how 
the systcm behaves in a situation whxe scveral rulcs could LC applied. Thc systcm shouid 
decide which scr of ruics is applicable at aliy given stage thus avoiding thc necessity ofgoing 
through the entire set of rules. For example, in the fmli diagnostic algorithm ihe proscnce of 
a h i t  m any of the subsystems trigger5 rule i. On!y ii rulc d is tnggercd, it is requmd to 
scan the set of ruies to find which subsystem has probiems and suggests the appropriate 
action to be taken. 

Constraint munagemmt: In the automatic flight path planning, there are many constraints 
on the feasible path. The search problem is lo find a suitable route from launch 
to recovery via the chosen waypoints satisfying the following constraints: I .  keep up time. 
2. enemy threat, 3. not to exceed the permissible range limit, and 4. avoid rough weather. 

It is required to keep track of each point in the route. If the point is accessible from its 
nearest neighbours, then the decision to follow a ceryain route depends upon the constraint 
value contributed by each of the above factors. 

The feasibility factor between points i.e., FEASIBLE (source, destination, constraint 
factorj decides the route. The constraint factor indicates how difficult it is to travel from 
point source to pomt destination. Thus in the specified constrain1 space the decision to 
follow a speciiic path is taken. 

Dealing with uncrrtuinty: The feasibility factor FE1 of the vehicle 1' passing through 
waypoint W1 is obtained as shown in fig. 4. 

FEI = Pos-range ( V, Ct/l)* Threat-factor ( V, W l j *  Weather ( W1) 

Figure 5 illustrates a fauit tree. I fE  is a fault event connected to tauit cvcnts E l ,  EZ. ..En 
by a logic gate, then the probability of occurrence of B is defined as1': 

P(E) = n , P ( E i j  if the logic gate is AND. 
=Z,P(Ei) if the logic gate is OR provided the basic events are independent. 

FIG. 4. Calculat~on of fcas~biluy factor FIG. I Fault tree illustratmn 
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Mission can be I 
--- - 

I I 

\ M i ssion range possible 1 

be added 

M-range - Maximum range planned in the current mission; P-range - Possible range in the current 
mission, and Gate - Output event occurs if all events occur simultaneously; or Gate - Output event occurs if any 
one of the events occurs. 

ho. 6. Relationship between IF-THEN rules used to determine whether mission can be accompiished. 

4. Rules: Figure 6 is an example of IF-THEN rules used to determine whether mission can 
be accomplished. 

IF: there is evidence that A and B are true 

THEN: conclude C is true. 

Example 

1. IF: mission range possible AND OK-weathet 

THEN: mission can be accomplished. 

2. IF: mission range <possible range OR 

Lmission range >possible range AND more fuel be added] 

THEN: mission range possible. 

3. IF: all-upwt < max limit AND 

onboard fuel < max fuel 
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THEN: more fuel can be added. 

4. IF: headwind AND windspeed i 25 knots 

OR tailwind AND windspeed i 15 knots 

OR cross wind AND windspeed < 5 knots 

THEN: OK-weather. 

4.2. System validation 

Testing the system for completeness and correctness is a challenging job. Mistakes could 
occur due to the following: 

(i) The possibility of the experts committing mistakes. 
(ii) The lack of proper communication or misinterpretation of ideas transferred between the 

experts and the knowledge engineer. 

The important point is the realisation of system faults as this can be done only if the 
knowledge engineer knows what it means to state that ESPA is complete in all aspects. 
Subjecting ESPA for validation test necessitates close association between the knowledge 
engineer, experts and the pilot. For such applications, validation has to be real-time as 
unforeseen situations may arise during the actual flight. 

5. Conclusions 

Pilot aid is directed at exploring A1 techniques as a means to aid the pilot in control of 
remotely piloted vehicles. It combines the advantages of a conventional algorithmic 
controllers and sophisticated reasoning ability of knowledge-based systems. The system has 
to respond to dynamic environmental changes. The system response time and accuracy 
should meet mission requirements. There are apprehensions as to how well and complete 
the expert ideas can be formulated into programs. But system validation is possible by 
subjecting it to thorough real-time analysis. The success will induce more confidence in 
using A1 techniques for more complex applications like pilot aid for a fighter aircraft. 
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Appendix I 

Test results 

This is divided into two sessions. Results I and 2 correspond to the preflight and the flight 
sessions. 

Result 1 .1  indicates the response of ESPA to changes in onboard fuel availability and the 
waypoints chosen. Result 1.2 shows the dynamic planning of a new mission profile and 
the results are made available to the pilot. 

Result 2.1 After launch command is given, control is handed over to the pilot after the 
vehicle has reached an altitude of 1000ft. ESPA then lists down the parameters of the 
approaching waypoint before serting course. 

The position of the vehicle is displayed with reference to time. At 29 min 48 sec, ESPA 
makes an observation to increase the cruise speed. In the very next cycle ESPA offers advice 
to correct the altitude. 

Result 2.2 shows yet another situation when ESPA warns about the vehicle descending 
below safe limits. 

Result 2.3 is an indication of an onboard power supply failure and ESPA's suggestions. 

Result 3.1 is a post-flight analysis report. 
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Lei us proceed to me -MISSiON-ASSESSMENT-= session 

FLIGHT PROFILE-[Enter the fdiow~ng da:a; 

S1 no. Parameters Data 

1. Idcnlilicat~on no. o i  the waypolnta. Enler as ( W 1  W2 W3 . ..I I W l  W? W3 W4) 
2. Fuel avadable on board ( ~ n  Its) I 
2 Min, altitude [AGL) for safe recovery jm ft) 600 
4. Wmd parzmeter.: 

a Speed (kno:s) 
b D~rectlon (lndicate as hcadw~nd/ta~lw~nd/crosswind) HEADWIND 
c. Angle (degrees) 45 

5. Takeoff wt (m kg) 115 

))) - Press C to continuc - (((C 

Result 1.1 

Phase 1:- [Mission ultitude selection) 

The altitude chosen for the mission is : 2500 ft 

))> - Press E or C - <(< 

E - explanation. 

C - continue. 
E 

The above altitude has been arrived at after accounting for the safe recovery 
of the vehicle at the highest WAYPOINT to be traversed. t 

///- Press C to continue - / / I  
C 

Phase 2:- {Eflect of external disturbances- W I N D }  

e. In the prevailing headwind speed conditions the IAS needs to be increased. 
by 10% to maintain the selected speed. t 

*** Press C to continue *** 
C 

Phase 3:- {Cruise-speed selection) 

The desired cruise speed for the mission has been found to be 73.92 knots 

/ / I -  press E or C -I//  
E - explanation. 
C - continue. 
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Theabove optima! value ofcruise speed has been arrived at after the following 
consideration: 

a. to ensure the optimal performance of the engine 
b. :a have maximum range. 
c. existing wind conditions. 

;$'I- Press C to continue -/// 
C 

Plrase 4:- {Flight planning] 

!!I MISSION ASSESSMENT COMPLETED !!! 

The desired waypoints cannot be traversed with the available fuel. 

It has been found that if an additional 5 kg fuei is added, the Take-Off-Wt equals 
Max-Ail-Up-Wt (120kg), and the addition of this fuel does not exceed the maximum fuel 
capacity; hence the mission can be accomplished. It is suggested that the fuel be added and 
the mission assessment recommenced. 

=. Press F to enter flight data t F  

Result 2.1 

PARAMETERS !!! 

The parameters of the approaching waypoint are: 

Range : 9.36522 km 
Bearing : 60.0deg 
Coordinate X : 4.6825 
Coordinate Y : 8.1109 
Altitude : loo0 ft 
Time required to reach: 226.919 sec 

* Press Y to confirm course SET t 
and HOLD ON !!! 

Y 
*-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

Range : 225.864m 
Azimuth : 54.3356deg 
Heading : 45 deg 
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.r\ltitude 
Disrance travelled 

28 min 6 sec 

*-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

Range 
Az~muth 
Heading 
Altitude 
Distance travelled 

28min 14sec 

Range 
Azimuth 
Heading 
Altitude 
Distance travelled 

: 451.727m 
: 54.3356deg 
: 45 deg 
: 2510m 
: 451.727m 

*-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

: 3250.97 m 
: 47.5917 deg 
: 48 deg 
: 2610ft 
: 3250.97m 

29 min 48 sec 

It has been found that under the prevailing flight conditions, the present cruise speed is 
inadequate to reach the approaching waypoint at the stipulated time. 

It is advised to increase the speed by 0.97962 F + 01 knots. 

*-CURRENT VEHlCLE POSITION-" 

Range : 3485.15 m 
Azimuth : 47.0135deg 
Heading : 46deg 
Altitude : 2610ft 
Distance travelled : 3485.15 m 

29 min 59 sec 

I!!// ERROR I//!/ 

Deviation from the set altitude. 

ADVICE:- Correct the error of llOft in altitude. 



PARAWETERS !!! 

I h c  paranetexs of the approaching waypoint are: 

Range : 5.813OSkm 
Bearing : 60.Cideg 
Coordinate P : 2.9i15 
Coordinate I' : 4 . 6 9 3  
Aitilude : !W;t 
Time required to reach: 153.127sc.c 

Press Y ( 3  confirm C O ~ T S C  SET - 
and HOLD ON !!! 

Y 

"-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION-* 

Range : 225.963m 
Azimuth : 54.1002deg 
Heading : 60deg 
Altitude : 1500ft 
Disiance travelled : 225.963m 

Smin 31 sec 

WARNING !!! 

Vehicle descending below safe altitude limits. 
Increase the aititude IMMEDIATELY. 

Result 2.3 

PARAMETERS !!! 

The parameters of thc approaching waypoint are: 

Range : 8.62922 km 
Bearing : 60.0deg 
Coordinate X : 4.3092 
Coordinate Y : 7.1477 
Altitude : lOOOft 
Time required to reach: 226.919sec 

* Press Y to conlirm course SET t 
and HOLD ON !!! 

Y 
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Range 
azimuth 
Heading 
Altitude 
Distance travelled 

"-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

38 min 18 sec 

*-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

Range 
Azimuth 
Heading 
Altitude 
Distance travelled 

: 1139.96m 
: 52.469 deg 
: 48deg 
: 1490ft 
: 1139.96m 

38 rnin 26 sec 

*-CURRENT VEHICLE POSITION -* 

Range 
Azimuth 
Heading 
Altitude 
Distance travelled 

: 1364.97m 
: 55.6633deg 
: 43 deg 
: 1505 feet 
: 1364.97m 

38 min 33 scc 

**- ELECTRICAL FAILURE -** 

Power supply unit failure. Voltage beyond permissible limits 

Confirm the following: 
-Supply switched off. 
-Payload switched off. 
-Battery switched ON 

Since the nav-computer has failed, the vehiclc has to be remotely controlled. It is possible 
to travel a distance of 53.635 m bcfore recovering it. 

Result 3.1 

POST-FLIGHT ANALYSIS 

At time (19 21 6 18 12 1989) [see-min-h-date-month-year] severe RPM fluctuations were 
observed. After ascertaining the continued presence of the above observation it was 
concluded that the engine has failed. Hence resorted to emergency rccovery. 


